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#2the note
Looking out over Megali Ammos

Ever since I was a child, I remember Mykonos being a 
pole of attraction for celebrities from all over the world. 
Back then, older folk still talked about Anthony Quinn, 
who had come to the island with Jacqueline Bisset in 
summer 1977 for the shooting of The Greek Tycoon.  
In the late afternoon, just before the sun sank into 
the sea, painting the sky red, I would often stand on 
this – then desolate – hillside above Megali Ammos 
beach, right here, where the swimming pool now sits. 
Gazing out over the sea with its rocky islets, I dreamt 
that one day I would have my own place to host those 
famous visitors.
Of course I never imagined building a hotel on this 
tranquil hillside, where the only thing you could hear 
was the cooing of courting birds, concealed in the bushes 
in Spring. I simply envisaged a place from which you 
could look out over the vast blue of the Aegean, a base 
for those wishing to discover the beauty of the island. 
Today, I have expanded my guest list to include those 
wishing to enjoy the timeless Greek summer, authentic 
Mykonian hospitality and the culinary delights created 
by my friend and associate, Chef Athinagoras Kostakos. 
Cherishing that childhood memory, I later named the 
hotel Bill & Coo, so I would never forget that there was 
once a time when there was nothing here but nature.

Theo
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Wherever you see the interactive 
icon you’ll be able to unlock a 
live experience to enjoy on your 
smartphone or tablet.

this edition is zappar powered!
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Seven Seas Dinner
The Bill & Coo’s Greek Dinner in Monaco 

was the star in the phantasmagorical 
launch of the new Van Cleef & Arpels’ 

“Seven Seas” jewelry collection.  

page 16

Aqua Diva
They are seductive as all the great personas 
should be and irresistible as love from first 
sight. Put on your swimwear and get ready 

to enjoy all of them. 

page 46

Rethinking design
Dimitris Karapatakis of the K-Studio 

architects talks to Bill & Coo about the 
boutique hotel’s renovation and its very 

essence of contemporary design.
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The adventurer
Georges Corraface is the narrator of the 
much anticipated documentary entitled 

“Delos 2015”  being enlighted by the 
island’s mystique energy.
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Drink Maitres
Panos Dimou, the Head Bartender of 

Bill & Coo, and the bartender Panagiotis 
Zoitos take action behind the bar and yet 

go forward to the art of cocktails. 
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delos of the gods
What does Delos mean to us today? Is it the marble 
ruins adorned with wild flowers, baking in the hot 
sun, or perhaps a pathway to hope and the dream of 
a modern humanity? Prompted by these questions, 
Alexandra Dimou and Dimitris Karavolas envisaged a 
celebration-event-exploration, dedicated to the Delos of 
the present and of the future. A documentary directed 
by Antonis Kioukas and narrated by Georges Corraface.
Premiere at Cine Manto 3/10 and Grypareio Cultural Centre 4/10

Antigone
A hundred year old building, the Kdeppam theatre 
in Matoyanni, becomes the first permanent summer 
theatrical stage of the island presenting Sophocles’s 
Antigone in english, directed by Lefteris Giovanidis.
12/6-30/8, Deppam Theatre for indoor show & Lakka Theatre for 
outdoor show, Chora 

presenting the contemporAry middle eAst
“There is a revolution in arts in the Arab world”, says 
Marilena Koutsoukou, the curator of the first group 
exhibition of modern artists from the Middle East 
presented in Greece. From the Arab Dolls by Carlo 
Massoud (Lebanon) to the new works of Bouthayna Al 
Muftah (Katar), Perryhan El-Ashmawi (Bahrein) and 
Pinar Du Pre (Turkey), the exhibition brings forward 
a whole new range of artistic themes starting a cultural 
dialogue under the Mykonian sky. 8-20/8, skoufagallery.gr

dio horiA
Inspired by a book of the famous Greek architect Aris 
Konstantinidis entitled Dio Horia from Mykonos, 
meaning both “two spaces”, “two villages”, and founded 
in 2015 by Marina Vranopoulou, Dio Horia invites 
artists to stay at its residency and create an artwork out 
of his/her experience of the contradictory Mykonos. 
Striving to be at the forefront of cultural experimentation 
in Greece and abroad, it collaborates with the DESTE 
Foundation of Contemporary Art and Ommu 
Bookstore. diohoria.com
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live the experience!

Bill & coo gAstronomy 
project 2015 
The plans of Bill & Coo’s 
acclaimed chef for a gastronomic 
summit continue with an 
ambassador of French fine food, 
Jacques Pourcel who is invited 
on September 8th (more info on 
page 34). Following the successful 
collaborations of the past 4 years 
with distinguished chefs, that 
will also be one more meeting of 
culinary art at its most creative, 
the second for this summer. On 
June 14th, Athinagoras Kostakos 
opened the doors of his kitchen to 
French chef Eric Guerin, winner 
of two Michelin stars, and 
welcomed him at a dinner of the 
highest gastronomic standards. 
Jacques Pourcel is the co-owner with his brother Laurent of the 6 
Sens restaurant and Le Jardin des Sens.

scAn this pAge with your device 
to unlock live content!

A work of Lebanese artist Carlo Massoud
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the ambassador

9

Top: George 
Corraface in full 
action during 
the shootings of 
documentary 
Delos 2015 
(premiere, October 
3 at Cine Manto, 
Mykonos)10
Bottom: (from 
right) George 
Corraface & 
Antonis Kioukas 
indulge with 
other members of 
the team into the 
magnitude of Delos

What does Delos mean for you?
In its time, Delos was a cosmopolitan island in terms 
of both religion and trade. Unfortunately, in the 
harsh reality of life in ancient times, this also proved 
to be its downfall. Delos enjoyed many privileges 
on account of its thriving commerce under the 
protection of the gods of the greater region. This 
made it a target. Personally, I believe this is a great 
lesson, the fact that material privileges can become 
a provocation when they diminish the prospects of 
others. Good things should be shared. On Delos I 
saw how many masterpieces once existed, only to be 
razed to the ground. On the one hand I admire the 
beauty, while on the other I can “taste” the violence. 
What was your impression of Mykonos after so 
many years?
It was a wonderful experience, out of season, with 

The 
advenTurer
The renowned actor Georges 
Corraface talks about Delos, 
the sacred island of its time.

wind and sun. Shooting the documentary was 
something of an adventure. We all felt we were doing 
something special. For me personally, it felt great 
being back on Mykonos, which reminded me of a 
theater making final preparations before the grand 
premiere. To me, Mykonos is a theatrical place that 
has become detached from itself and is delivering 
a performance. Not unlike some stars who live out 
people’s perceptions of them. 
Are you a star?
I don’t aspire to be a star. I like to change my life 
and environment; I like having adventures and 
playing roles that differ greatly from me and take me 
somewhere else. Being a star is quite different. It’s a 
full-time occupation that also necessitates sacrifices. 
And some people are prepared to pay that price. 
Do you believe that Delos speaks of the human 

Mankind has 
left its indelible 
marks on the 
Greek landscape

condition? In the sense that we begin life invisible, 
unseen (adelos) and gradually become humans…
I like the idea; the metaphor is clear and strong. We 
do indeed start invisible, unseen, before stating our 
presence, manifesting ourselves and enriching our 
inner self. At some point, this intellectual, spiritual 
and cultural wealth should not be quantitative but 
qualitative. Most often, however, we seek personal 
power by accumulating both. Delos amassed this 
wealth from the treasures of different cultures and 
religions, like a person seeking personal power, and 
this was a form of hubris. 
You are now an Ambassador of Delos. What are 
your intentions in this capacity?
There are plans for a concert to raise money through 
the Leventis Foundation in order to establish a 
museum that communicates with the site, in which 
the countless treasures in the current museum will 
have space to “breathe”. If we manage to allow each 
artifact to shine, this will be a very positive step. I will 
be taking part in all these efforts as an Ambassador 
of Delos. 
What moved you most about Delos?
I was deeply moved by both the museum and the 
theater on the island. On Mt. Kynthus too, you feel 
something otherworldly; it is as though you are at 
the epicenter of the island’s magnetism. There, it is 
very easy to imagine life in ancient times, when trade 
was flourishing. At the same time, you can appreciate 
how friendly but also how dangerous the Aegean can 
be. It is a sea on a human scale, quite different to the 
ocean. It also has to do with Greek awe: your gaze 
becomes fixed on something full of history. Mankind 
has left its indelible marks on the Greek landscape: 
on the rocks, on the mountains, everywhere. And 
these marks speak! 

watch the video 
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local knowledge

Chora is the island’s point of reference reflecting its history 
and its very existence. From the ancient times to its touristic 

boom, it represents everything Mykonos stands for.

the tale 
of ChoRa 

Chora has always been cosmopolitan, maybe due to 
the number of the ancient people that settled on the 
island: Carians, Phoenicians, Cretans and Ionians. 
Desirable prize for all of its conquerors, Mykonos 
passed subsequently from the Athenian to the Spartan 
Coalition, and then to the Macedonians, Ptolemians 
of Egypt and Romans. The prehistoric settlement of 
Ftelia and the Mycenian dome tomb in Aggelika, the 
findings of the archeologist Panagiotis Chadzidakis in 
the school of Mavros in the Chora Castle, as well as the 
temple of Apollo in Foinikes prove that Mykonos has 
had an abundant ancient past. The Castle area, which 
has been inhabited uninterruptedly since prehistory, 

time travel > 1204 AD
Present-day Mykonos 
town is established at 
this time under the 
dominance of Andrea 
Gyzi’s Venetian family. 

1936 AD
The first asphalt road 
facilitated access to the 
small harbour, where 
archaelogists boarded 
the boat to Delos.

1821 AD
Manto Mavrogenous 
used to have Kazarma 
as the base for her 
revolutionary 
operations.

Mykonos Κalogera 26, Chora, Τ: +30 22890 27827 
Ε: melivia.boutique@gmail.com    melivia.boutique    meliviaboutique_mykonos

Resor twear  Concept  Store
FLAVIA PADOVAN •  ERMANNO SCERVINO •  FABIANA F IL IPPI  •  ERES 

MARISA PADOVAN •  STEFANO MORTARI  •  CHLOE’  MARE •  KRISTINA T I
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local knowledge

is a vivid proof of its continuity. Due to barbarian 
attacks in the 7th century, it was hastily abandoned, 
until it was possible to get inhabited again when Gyzi 
brothers from Venice built its fortification. Reefs and 
yearly winds protected the Castle, which was built 
between Tourlos and Korfos bays, from pirate attacks. 
Today, right in this area, the most famous church of the 
Cyclades is located: the Byzantine monument, Panagia 
Paraportiani, a rare example of popular ecclesiastical 
architecture. In 1537, less than three centuries since 
the conquest of the island by Catalan pirates, the 
famous Hairedin Barbarossa destroyed Mykonos. 
Chora’s destiny had always been one of continuous 
change, heavily depended on the outcome of Turkish-
Venetian and Turkish-Russian wars. Lucky outcome 
of the short Russian occupation (1770-1774) is the 
glorious building of Chancellery (the current Town 
Hall). At the outbreak of the Greek Revolution (1821), 
Myconians joined Manto Mavrogenous who became 
the heroine of the Struggle. A significant monument 
of that period is Kazarma (Casa di Arma, the House 
of Arms), Manto’s headquarters, where she used to 

The Castle area 
has been inhabited 
uninterruptedly 
since prehistory
accommodate her soldiers as well. Chora, with its mills 
and its cube-shaped houses as a trademark, is now 
a “listed settlement” and anything that needs to be 
built here has to comply with the requirements of the 
Mykonian architecture. Since the middle of the ‘50s, 
Chora has turned into a cosmopolitan resort attracting 
eminent visitors from all over the world. Some of them 
loved its ambience so much that they became its fervent 
repeaters and the island’s enthusiasts. 

1973 AD
Pierro’s opens its doors. 
The Mykonian gay 
lifestyle reaches the 
epitome of global chic. 

1954 AD
Maroulina made 
the bold attempt 
of opening the first 
jewellery - boutique in 
Matogianni. 

2013 AD
On June 21st the 
cultural spool of 
the first Mykonos 
Biennale unravelled.

1994 AD
It was the time when 
work on the much 
anticipated new 
harbour began.

Clockwise from 
left: The timeless 
Little Venice - 
The extraordinary 
architecture of 
Paraportiani 
church (1901) - 
A panoramic 
view of the old 
port (1954) - 
The narrow alleys 
in Matogianni 
have always been a 
local meeting point  
(1885)

watch the video 
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Jewel master
the guest

What does Mykonos mean to you?
Breathe, live, enjoy, swim, contemplate, party, recharge. 
Mykonos is fun, beauty, authenticity and freedom. A rock 
between the sea and the sky, full of surprises and energy, 
where the world meets Greece. There is something 
magnetic about Mykonos, that will never be tamed, and 
yet it remains a place where I am certain to share happy 
moments with the ones I love and create new memories.
What makes a successful person?
Passion, curiosity, generosity, and the ability to be yourself 
no matter what you do. The idea that if you are true to 
yourself, there is no limit to what you can achieve and 
that achieving is never comparing. 
Brains and heart.The need to dream. The need  to follow 
your dreams, and question them and act on them and 
build them and share them.
Your acquaintance to Bill & Coo. Was it love from first 
sight?
Oh yes! In 2008 a friend brought me to B&C for drinks 
and I was spellbound instantly; the view, the pool, the bar, 
and the kindness of all. Then I discovered the suites, the 
amazing beds and the food! Aaaaah, the food… Every 
year I feel a little more at home. I believe B&C offers 

a very special vision of luxury, very personal, a world of 
simplicity and sophistication where smiles are real and 
life feels easy, uncomplicated, peaceful.
What’s your favorite time of the day in Bill & Coo?
Breakfast! A quick swim in the inviting pool and a bit of 
wind in the air… Then fantastic Greek food and chillout 
music. I can’t imagine any better way to wake up and feel 
good about the day to come.
As a repeater can you tell some tips for getting the most 
while staying in Bill & Coo?
I do not want to give away the nb of my favourite room 
as I am afraid it will no longer be available when I need 
it! But all rooms have their own personality and it is 
great to come back and try new ones. Of course the 
food. A dinner with a tasting menu by Athinagoras is an 
experience that you will never forget. And of course the 
sunsets, the huge pink skies and the little stars that you 
can also see inside the pool, with an espresso or a passion 
fruit Martini. My best tip to get the most of B&C: if you 
need anything, ask the staff. They are always happy to 
chat and to help. With a smile!
How it feels to work on a such unique business field?
I am very privileged and lucky to be part of the 
fascinating world of High Jewellery. Of course I am 
very passionate about my profession, and every day I 
remember that to be surrounded by the most beautiful 
stones and jewels, able to share them with many  
intersesting people from many different cultures is a 
wonderful mission. An inspiring one.
What are the key assets that have built your company’s  
myth?
The pursuit of excellence in delivering the best, flawless 
jewels as timeless works of Art that will forever 
encapsulate moments of happiness.
The desire to share a positive vision of life, through 
creations that pay hommage to Nature, love, luck and 
femininity.
The quest for technical perfection and endless innovation, 
without any compromise, in order to translate a very 
unique style and convey its emotions.  
Diamonds: an investment or a heritage?
Many pieces are wonderful investments, rare stones, 
unique designs, expression of Art. But before all a jewel 
is a testimony of love, given to remember a special 
occasion and make it shine forever, like the fire inside the 
diamond, and as such, it will become the most beautiful 
heritage.

I believe Bill 
& Coo offers 
a very special 
and very 
personal vision 
of luxury...

15

The Jeweler Aficionado Geoffrey Medlinger talks in Bill & 
Coo Paperworks about the hotel, the island and the success. 
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The plain white pouch bearing the Van Cleef & Arpels logo, tied with a 
blue ribbon, containing the catalogue/table book of selected pieces from the 
company’s new “Seven Seas” high jewelry collection, a numbered scarf by 
Hermes discreetly displaying the name of the collection and a leather-bound 
agenda with the program of events in Nice, France and Monaco. You would 
expect nothing less from the leading international jewelry company, founded 
in 1896, for the launch of its new collection. Official guest and Monegasque 
dignitaries had a heavy schedule of three days and nights full of surpises. 
But the most impressive event was the Greek Dinner. This unique 
collaboration, both in terms of demands and the stellar guest list, was a 
glittering addition to the hundreds of events organized by Bill & Coo 
around the world during the past nine years, an evening on which authentic 
Greek hospitality enchanted some very influential people. On the Côte 
d’Azur, the Villa Kerylos (meaning Halcyon or kingfisher, which was 
considered to be a bird of good omen in Greek mythology) is one of the 
most extraordinary monuments on the French Riviera. Built in the Belle 
Époque, it is a faithful reconstruction of the imposing Greek homes built on 
Delos in the 2nd century BC. It was in this amazing residence that the Bill 
& Coo team – specifically Athinagoras Kostakos (Executive Chef ), Angela 
Simou (Pastry Chef ) and Panagiotis Sopiadis (General Manager) – hosted 
their carefully selected group of guests. The “Seven Seas” dinner presented 
by Athinagoras, comprised seven dishes inspired by the Greek sea, featuring 
fresh ingredients from Mykonos and the surrounding islands. Angela chose 
the most characteristic aromas of Greek fruits and herbs for her sweet 
creations, while Panagiotis had overall responsibility for the event, the aim 
of which was to take the guests on a journey to the Greece. The evening 
concluded with a spectacular firework display that lit up the sky over the sea, 
a show in perfect harmony with the live Greek music.  

Clockwise from left: 
Preparations for the 
dinner-The guests 
passed the Avenue 
des Hellenes to reach 
Villa Kerylos-The 
event’s menu- 
Panagiotis Sopiadis, 
the General 
Manager of Bill & 
Coo, with some of 
the official guests-
The sophisticated 
tables adorned with 
olives-Athinagoras 
Kostakos, the 
Executive Chef 
of Bill & Coo, in 
full action-The 
spectacular closure 
of the impressive 
“Seven Seas” 
dinner-From left: 
the owner of Bill 
& Coo,Theodosis 
Kakoutis, Geoffrey 
Medinger, 
Managing Director 
UK/CH/IT, the 
well known Greek 
singer Anna Vissi 
and the General 
Manager of Bill 
& Coo, Panagiotis 
Sopiadis

Seven 
SeaS 
dinner

17

The Bill&Coo team presented a signature Greek 
Dinner in Monaco for the launch of Van Cleef 
&Arpels Seven Seas collection.
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objects of desire

Portofino Midsize 
Automatic in 
pink gold with 
diamonds, IWC 
Schaffhausen, 
Kessaris Mykonos

Perpetual 
calendar 
wristwatch 
Patek Philippe, 
Rousounelos

Pieces 
of history
life is evolution and these are its precious 
examples (among other values like 
generosity). time to consider it!

Captured with the new Portofino Midsize Automatic watch, . 
Cate Blanchett, Emily Blunt and Zhou Xun, Karolina Kurkova 
and Adriana Lima, Ewan McGregor and Christoph Waltz 
reassures“The daily enjoyment of wearing a little gold”, as the 
slogan of the first Portofino watch stated. On the other hand, 
Eric Clapton wore the perpetual calendar chronograph 2499, 
an iconic watch, conceived by Patek Philippe back in 1941 
with the reference 1518. In 2011, Patek Philippe made the 
important jump to create their own in-house caliber for the 
perpetual calendar chronograph with a reference 5270.  And 
you are just staring at the this year’s new 5270.

KESSARIS Mykonos: 58 Mat. Andronikou Str., 
+30 22890 22880, www.kessaris.gr
ROUSOUNELOS: 32 Matogianni Str., +30 22890 22797, 
www.rousounelos.com

20
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the right staff

the perfect 8
You can always count on them, the all mighty group of our 

professionals, for your Bill & Coo unique experience.
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fania 
fallari 
front Desk Manager

The undisputed 
head of reception 
and a concierge 
wizard. Fania has 
the ability to make 
every guest feel 
right at home.

panagiotis 
sopiaDis 
general Manager

Nothing is too 
much for him or 
the members of 
his team. For two 
consecutive years, 
he is the man 
behind the unique 
accommodation 
experience.

panos 
DiMou 
BartenDer

One of the two 
stars behind the 
bar. Guests praise 
his secret cocktail 
recipes with flavors 
that delight the 
senses, until their 
next visit to 
Mykonos and 
Bill & Coo.

athinagoras 
kostakos 
executive chef

Words simply 
cannot do justice 
to the man behind 
the creation of such 
signature dishes, 
full of elegant 
flavor and the 
distinctive aroma 
of Greece. 

Michalis 
kikis 
heaD chef

With his extensive 
knowledge and rare 
talent, the Chef de 
Cuisine at Bill & 
Coo puts the f inal 
touches to every 
dish transforming 
it into a unique 
gustatory 
experience.

elena 
MiniaDi 
restaurant 

aMBassaDor

The f irst smile 
guests see when 
entering the 
restaurant. The 
secret of a good 
meal is in the 
details and Elena 
from the outset 
prepares guests 

thoDoris 
aliferis
f&B Manager

The knowledgeable 
and experienced 
F&B maestro and 
the conductor of the 
service orchestra.

DiMitris 
tsatsariDis 
Waiter

The famous… 
Tsatsas (as he is 
known here) has 
the uncanny ability 
to remember the 
preferences of every 
guest he has ever 
served.

objects of desire

Melivia: 26 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 27827
Luxury Toys: 19 Aghia Kyriaki, +30 22890 23601, www.luxurytoys.gr

Dive in glam
dedicate this summer to these shiny and luxurious items that will 
make your appearance sparkling at all times. 

The island of the winds inspires you to become your most elegant shelf and enjoy the 
Greek sea and sun as a goddess of fashion. Following its high quality vibes, you seek for the 
most beautiful swimwear and unique beach accessories at Melivia, a point of reference on 
Mykonos fashion scene. Indulging even more in the island’s glamour, you also visit Luxury 
Toys losing yourself among the collections of Louis Vuitton, Hermès and other brands.

1. Louis Vuitton 
bracelet, Luxury Toys 
2. Embroidered 
bikini & knitted 
trousers, Melivia 
3. Louis Vuitton 
earrings & phone 
accessories, 
Luxury Toys
4. Long crochet dress, 
Melivia
5. Louis Vuitton bag, 
Luxury Toys
6. Knitted bikini 
in black & white, 
Melivia
7. Hermes bag, 
Luxury Toys

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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guest he has ever 
served.
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the insider

panagiotis sopiadis

open horizons

A day at Bill & Coo. How does it begin and how does 
it end? 
I start at around 9 in the morning as the tables are 
filling for breakfast and I sit with the guests, especially 
the repeaters. Then I take a look at the arrivals and 
departures for that day and discuss with my team any 
guest preferences or whether there are any anniversaries, 
birthdays, etc. After this, I devote some time to 
routine matters such as maintenance work, supplies 
and reservations. Around noon, when the arrivals and 
departures begin, I try to be at the hotel as much as 

possible so that guests can reach me easily. After all, 
an essential part of the Bill & Coo philosophy is our 
desire for guests to know us and for us to know them 
on a first-name basis, just as if we were hosting them 
at home. Then, I may be able to enjoy a two- or three-
hour break. When I return, there is a meeting to discuss 
the restaurant bookings. My next task is overseeing the 
turndown service, for at sunset Bill & Coo undergoes 
a transformation. The atmosphere gradually changes, 
becoming more like a relaxed celebration. 
Has there been some trip that changed your life?
Travelling in general has changed my way of life and 
philosophical outlook. At some point I decided that 
one should live one’s life to the fullest. In this regard I 
remember something a guest once told me: “If everyone 
was obliged to travel, there would be no more wars”. 
You have visited a large number of first class hotels 
around the world. What is Bill & Coo’s comparative 
advantage?
Its people, plus the fact that service is very friendly 
without ever going over the top. We don’t put on a 
pretence and this is appreciated.
One particularly memorable moment at Bill & Coo?
Last year, the day we closed, when I saw the hotel empty, 
the swimming pool empty, and I too felt empty. I didn’t 
expect to be so deeply affected! 
Of what are you most proud in your work at Bill & 
Coo?
I believe that the small contribution I have made is 
the addition of certain finishing touches. Besides, my 
predecessors have done very good work and this is 
evident. At the same time however, I personally have 
learned much from the originator, creator and owner 
of the hotel who, apart from being an outstanding 
businessman, is also a Man with a capital M, with 
boundless energy and a strong vision.
What do you do in winter?
I have some free time in winter, so I go travelling. But 
even in winter, I have certain tasks, such as going with 
the hotel’s restaurant team to various venues around the 
world to organize events, at which Athinagoras Kostakos, 
our executive chef, presents dishes of creative Greek 
cuisine. This winter in particular I expect to be quite busy, 
due to the arrival of Bill & Coo’s “little sister” with 15 
suites at Ai Giannis, right next to the sea.  

From New York to Seoul and then back to Greece and Mykonos. 
The General Manager of Bill & Coo is a true citizen of the world.
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How much of an influence was Mykonian architecture 
in the suites makeover at Bill & Coo?
It was the starting point from which the search for Bill 
& Coo’s new identity began. Generally speaking, our 
studio endeavors to devise a narrative in the framework 
of a holistic understanding. This entails an integrated, 
multidisciplinary approach that involves, among other 
things, civil engineering, interior design and branding, 
with the aim of creating a specific identity for and an 
overall experience from the projects we undertake. Bill 
& Coo had already achieved great success with the logic 
of an urban hotel, which is not normally associated with 
seaside accommodation. We use the term “urban” here 
in the sense of the hotel’s close proximity to the island’s 
main town. In addition, it is a contemporary hotel that 
instills optimism, with tasteful, unostentatious decoration. 
This was our starting point. We then “passed” Mykonos 
through this filter, using materials one finds in the 
Cyclades, such as granite stone, wood – the chestnut and 
oak once used to build fishing boats – white plaster and 
cement screed. This was the palette provided by Cycladic 
architecture. With regard to traditional techniques, we 
used built-in benches, wooden window shutters, wooden 
ceilings and beams. We wanted to introduce these 
elements intact into their new environment. 
Since the hotel in particular targets guests with an 
appreciation for the aesthetic, we wanted them to 
feel as though they were in an “alter ego” of their own 
homes, for an even more satisfying experience. So we 
took the materials and elements from the architectural 
vernacular of Mykonos and the Cyclades in general 
and incorporated them in a more open layout. In the 
bedroom suites, for example, the washbasin, shower 
and bed are “joined” by a large bench. In combination 
with the hidden lighting under the bench, this evokes 
a sense of dynamism. Another feature is the ceiling 
with wooden beams, which in terms of decorative effect 
create greater depth overhead with five layers of wood. 
It was also important to conceal certain fixtures such as 

the makeover

K-studio ARCHitECts ARE tHE 
CREAtivE minds REsponsiblE 

foR tHE bill & Coo’s nEW 
impREssivE suitEs. dimitRis 

KARApAtAKis, onE of tHE 
foundERs of tHE AtHEns bAsEd 
fiRm, tAlKs About tHE ConCEpt 

tHAt lEd to tHE mAKEovER of 
tHis pARt of tHE HotEl.

Rethinking 

design
This page: 
Dimitris 
Karapatakis, 
architect and one 
of the founders of 
K-Studio
Opposite page: 
Materials 
and elements 
from Mykonos 
and Cyclades 
incorporated in a 
more open layout
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the fire detection system, loudspeakers and safety lights, 
for though absolutely necessary, these tend to remind 
guests of “reality”. Accordingly, they were all hidden in 
the high ceiling. Overall, we made every effort to create a 
space featuring traditional Mykonian elements, but with 
a playful, contemporary feel conducive to a very special 
experience. 
How have you used the fabulous Cycladic light?
Naturally we wanted the light to enter the rooms but at 
the same time we respected a feature of the past, namely 
the need to block the sun’s glare. So we have filtered the 
natural light using shutters and two sets of curtains, one 
lighter and more transparent and the other heavier. This 
is absolutely essential, because when you return from a 

Clockwise from 
left: Technology 
meets design 
through decorative 
details - The 
bespoke furniture 
completes the 
unique experience 
in Bill & Coo - A 
contemporary sense 
is recognisable 
everywhere - 
Materials of the 
Cyclades, such 
as granite stone, 
were used - View 
becomes more 
dramatic, framed 
by the windows 
and pergolas 
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night out, you want to cut yourself off for a while. The 
lighting design, by IFI Group, was aimed at accentuating 
all the different textures and layers of the interior space. 
How has the view been incorporated into this 
approach?
For us, it functioned as a visual effect; framed by the 
windows and pergolas, the view becomes more three-
dimensional. 
How have the furniture and other decorative elements 
contributed to your narrative?
In order to complete the truly unique experience we 
wished to convey at Bill & Coo, we custom designed 
everything: beds, wardrobes, tables, couches, even 
the knobs on the sliding doors of the shower. This 
also enabled us to assign different functions to the 
furniture. For example, the wardrobe encloses the mini 
bar, air-conditioning and sound system. It also serves 
as a partition, allowing guests to enjoy the view from 
the bathroom area. In other words, it functions as a 
blurred boundary, sometimes unifying and other times 
separating. Here too we were inspired by the Cycladic 
tradition, using oak and chestnut for the furniture, but 
also linen fabric in order to render the naturalness and 
aesthetic quality of the islands.
Which architects do you admire?
Will Alsop, with whom we have worked in London. 
We also admire the analysis process adopted by BIG, 
MVRDV, OAM and of course Thomas Heatherwick.   

Clockwise from 
left: The wardrobe 
serves as partition, 
sometimes unifying 
and other times 
separating - The 
ceiling with 
wooden beams 
create greater 
depth overhead 
with f ive layers 
of wood - Build- 
in benches and 
wooden ceilings 
were traditional 
techniques used in 
order to indroduce 
these elements 
intact into their 
new enviroment 

the makeover
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the stretch

where else?
Bill & Coo offers treasured experiences for all its guests. through a  
wider  range of activities during their vacations. An oasis of indulgence 
and relaxation hides in the Spa Room of the hotel. This is where 
to come to hit the restart button. Carved into the rocks of Megali 
Ammos hill, the Bill & Coo’s Spa Room (for one person or for couple’s 
massage) promises a deep relaxation with authentic treatments and 
a true inner communication with your body.  The gym studio also 
provides a comfortable and enjoyable workout with the latest technology 
Technogym equipment and a large sunset/sea view window, overlooking 
the Aegean Sea.

There’s a good vibe in the Spa Room 
of Bill & Coo. Take a deep breath and 
revive your mind, body and soul. 
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La nuit de 
degustation
For the fifth consecutive year, Bill 
& Coo Suites invites seasoned chefs 
to grace its spaces and its haute 
gastronomy evenings. On 
June 14th Athinagoras 
Kostakos welcomed 
the French chef Eric 
Guerin, winner of 
two Michelin stars, 
into his kitchen 
and together they 
created dishes 
featuring unique 
flavours and aesthetics. 
Expert French culinary 
techniques, combined with fine 
Greek ingredients and an explosion of 
creativity, resulted in an experience that impressed even 
the most demanding palates. The collaboration between 
the two chefs and teams was a great success and proved 
highly promising for unique events in the future. For 
their part, following this one-of-a-kind experience, fans 
of special delicacies will be looking forward to another 
inspiring dinner experience in the near future. And those 
who were not able to taste the chefs’ unique creations this 
time can always come to the next culinary rendez-vous 
on September 8th, this time with chef Jacques Pourcel as 
our special guest.

GASTRONOMY 
PROJECT 2015

This year’s gastronomic event bonds French with Greek culinary cultures. It has 
already made a spectacular start with chef Eric Guerin and keeps us even more excited 
for the next meeting with another leading chef, Jacques Pourcel .

Th
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Jacques Pourcel
Bill & Coo’s association with the ambassadors of 
French cuisine continues with one of the chefs 
who were selected in 2010 to represent the French 
gastronomy.  Jacques Pourcel appears on the Unesco 
World Intangible Heritage List in the French Pavilion 
at Shanghai World Expo, with his 6 Sens restaurant, a 
concept that met great success.  

Based in Montpeller, Languedoc, Jacques Pourcel and 
his brother Laurent, grew up by the Mediterranean Sea. 
Passionate about their profession they created together 
in 1988 with their associate Olivier Chateau, Le Jardin 
des Sens in Montpellier, a Michelin Star gastronomic 
restaurant known for its Mediterranean creative, 
contemporary and refined cuisine. 

Creative mind as he is, he has not rested on his laurels. 
His gastronomic footprint is found in Paris, Shanghai, 
Bangkok, Tokyo, Marrakesh, Algiers, Beirut and other 
places in the world. It has come as no surprise that for 
more than 10 years now “Le Jardin des Sens” has become 
a catering group that manages approximately twenty 
units with 600 employees in the world. 

the french connection

SCAN ThIS 
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1. Through unity, 
strength  
2,3. Dishes 
presented on the 
evening of the 
f irst Gastronomy 
Project 
4. In action
5. The restaurant
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the art of cocktails

Panagiotis Zoitos
“Being here 3 years already the prospect for me was to return for 
the fourth! Being very anxious and looking forward to a great 
demanding season coming ahead, it came as gift working with 
Panos.We blended in so nice as if working together for years and we 
made a team to stand up all the challenges we are about to face.” 

reciPe:
Mint Julep 
(our style):
Woodford Reserve
Vanilla Syrup
Plum bitters
Fresh mint 

The idea of this year’s cocktail 
menu of Bill & Coo was to create 
sophisticated cocktails with a 
“funky’’ approach that follow the 
innovative cuisine of Executive Chef 
Athinagoras Kostakos. Homemade 
syrups, fresh herbs and local spirits 
such as ouzo and mastic are used to 
complete the “Gastronomy Project’’ 
experience. The best way to end a 
busy day is to enjoy the spirits of Bill 
& Coo lounging at the infinity pool 
or dining at the idyllic restaurant.©c
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new arrivals/aqua diva/glam n’ glow/for all tastes/fun on call

The island

EvEry stEp on this vibrant island is a wholE nEw ExpEriEncE, frEsh and complEtEly diffErEnt of what you 
rEmEmbErEd on thE island so far. it kEEps you always on alErt wandEring what you may discovEr nExt. so 
thEsE arE somE of thE nEws you should dEfinitEly bE awarE of. 

Brave, new & amaZing

scorPios
Maybe it’s aspiring to win some of the glamour of 
the renowned Onassis island, which was at the time, 
the centre of the international star system. What 
Scorpios has certainly earned, is to bring Paraga 
beach back to the forefront. Not without reason. 
Who wouldn’t want to see the high standards 
beach bar-restaurant, designed by the K-Studio 
architectural firm, with a contemporary bohemian 
aesthetic and a laid back ambience. 
And after all, we all want to be the first to witness 
the grand beach project!
Paraga, +30 22890 29250, scorpiosmykonos.comPanos dimou

“What we are doing here it is not just mixology, it is not just 
serving drinks. It is about hospitality and offering you the best 
you can have. This is not just another hotel bar. It is about the 
experience that we want to offer; having your cocktail by the 
pool, feeling like home or a friends’ house. So I brought some 
new recipes and ideas, Panagiotis with his experience and 
together with our “petite” barmaid Dimitra (with the accurate 
hand and the freshness) we made a team to satisfy your drinking 
needs. Ten signature house cocktails and twisted classic recipes 
are waiting for you to join them. Cheers!” says the Head 
Bartender of Bill & Coo.

the art of cocktails

reciPe:
Lady ginger:
Fresh Basil
Verbena Tea syrup 
(homemade)
Ginger
Lime
Vodka

reciPe:
Burned by the sun: 
Zacapa 23 Rum
Sailor Jerry Rum
Tonka bean syrup 
(homemade)
Mango
Passion fruit
Lime ©c
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Panos Dimou
“What we are doing here it is not just mixology, it is not just 
serving drinks. It is about hospitality and offering you the best 
you can have. This is not just another hotel bar. It is about the 
experience that we want to offer; having your cocktail by the 
pool, feeling like home or a friends’ house. So I brought some 
new recipes and ideas, Panagiotis with his experience and 
together with our “petite” barmaid Dimitra (with the accurate 
hand and the freshness) we made a team to satisfy your drinking 
needs. Ten signature house cocktails and twisted classic recipes 
are waiting for you to join them. Cheers!” says the Head 
Bartender of Bill & Coo.

the art of cocktails

ReciPe:
Lady ginger:
Fresh Basil
Verbena Tea syrup 
(homemade)
Ginger
Lime
Vodka

ReciPe:
Burned by the sun: 
Zacapa 23 Rum
Sailor Jerry Rum
Tonka bean syrup 
(homemade)
Mango
Passion fruit
Lime ©c
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new aRRivals/aqua Diva/glam n’ glow/foR all tastes/fun on call

The island

EvEry stEp on this vibrant island is a wholE nEw ExpEriEncE, frEsh and complEtEly diffErEnt of what you 
rEmEmbErEd on thE island so far. it kEEps you always on alErt wandEring what you may discovEr nExt. so 
thEsE arE somE of thE nEws you should dEfinitEly bE awarE of. 

BRave, new & amazing

scoRPios
Maybe it’s aspiring to win some of the glamour of 
the renowned Onassis island, which was at the time, 
the centre of the international star system. What 
Scorpios has certainly earned, is to bring Paraga 
beach back to the forefront. Not without reason. 
Who wouldn’t want to see the high standards 
beach bar-restaurant, designed by the K-Studio 
architectural firm, with a contemporary bohemian 
aesthetic and a laid back ambience. 
And after all, we all want to be the first to witness 
the grand beach project!
Paraga, +30 22890 29250, scorpiosmykonos.com
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vangelis hatzis summeR woRkshoP
Jackie O’ welcomes the internationaly acclaimed hairdresser Vangelis Hatzis 
in Super Paradise. Famous from his Athens hair salon in Psychiko, a favorite 
beauty and style spot for celebrities, Vangelis Hatzis has been recognized as one 
of the top professional hair stylists. His hair salon is among the top of the world 
according to Harper’s Bazaar magazine. This summer he lands on Mykonos with 
his team. From August 10 he will start the Summer Workshop offering a full 
service experience for the absolute summer look. 
Jackie O’ Beach, Super Paradise, jackieobeach.com

As mystique 
tastes, style 
spots and 
jewels as it gets! 

victoRia’s secRet
When Alessandra 
Ambrosio and Ana 
Beatriz Barros made 
their appearance on 
the beach catwalk, 
they actually 
performed the 
most spectacular 
advertisement for the 
company’s first shop in 
Greece. 
The silver sign upon the 
entrance invites you into 
the luxurious store of quality 
beauty products and cosmetics, which 
transformed the old Agira bar into a space with contemporary aesthetics, 
while at the same time it preserves its external facade and its Cycladic 
atmosphere. Old Port

haPPy jewels
There are jewels that make us look elegant, others 
that strikingly complement our summer look and 
those that make us feel happy just wearing them. 
This is the impression that the handmade jewels 
Harry JWLS make to everyone that pay a visit to 
the new store. They’ve just made their appearance 

in Chora, in a space that 
functions as a canvas, 
presenting a black onyx 
necklace, jewelry from 
natural coral and many 
other creative pieces of 
natural elements and 
summer mood as works 
of art that draw all eyes 
to them with. Let them 
surprise you! (11 Aghiou 
Gerasimou Str)

mykonos navigated
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cayenne
We could say in three words that it's a pizza & burger 
bar, but we wouldn't be doing it justice. Because it's so 
much more. It's the new hot spot in Tourlos, where every 
morning, Cycladic scrambled eggs meet Italian frittata, 
giving way to a juicy burger coleslaw, a pizza siciliana, 
pasta with Calabrese salami and a dolce mascarpone. 
Boasting a menu with Mediterranean influences, and 
a focus on Italian classics with modern twists, the new 
Cayenne restaurant reflects the dream for a spot full 
of tastes. And all these in an extremely evocative space 
that will make every sunrise and sunset that you witness 
there, drinking a cool Grey Goose Vodka cocktail, simply 
unique and unforgettable. 
Tourlos, +30 22890 25712, cayennemykonos.com

DecoRD
Who's to say that art isn't concealed in a special coffee table or that a 
contemporary dining table can't express the dynamics of a space that it 
occupies or the internal world of its owner? Well, think again. Having 
something so intimate and of personal importance decorating your 
space is what turns a house into a home.The inspired collections of the 
new shop Decord are here to debunk myths and narrate stories of the 
space and the people who chose them. Unique handmade furniture, in 
addition to pieces by Zenza, Point a la ligne Paris, Serax Maisond’ Eté, 
Broste, Gong Ethnic Influence, Pols Potten, Light & Living, Pomax, 
Hubsch, Pottery Pots, LB Ceramics, Il Laboratorio dell' Imperfetto, 
Dialma Brown, Mordomias, Atmosphera, Lifestyle, Dutch Decor, EBB 
& Flow, DOMEDECO, Holili and Durance & Lampe Berger Paris are 
waiting for you to "listen" to them. 
Skalado, +30 22890 28416, decord.gr

ln Boutique
If you’ve fallen in love with the classy and chic 
style of Queen Rania of Jordan or the provocatively 
flattering Kim Kardashian look, then in the new 
LN boutique, you’ll find some of the brands that 
they also like. On your next visit, look for the luxury 
leather bags M2Malletier, the lace see-through 
dresses For Love & Lemons, but also the exclusive 
greek hand made leather sandals by designer Valia 
Gabriel and her unique collection of beachwear for 
all-day appearances. 
38 Voriou Ipirou Str., Lakka, +30 22890 71017
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Rousounelos
Crossing the threshold of Rousounelos, the fully 
renovated haute horlogerie and jewellery shop, you’ll 
find yourself in a dilemma: go right to admire the 
advanced technology Rolex models, such as Sky-Dweller 
41mm and Yacht Master, or turn left to the luxurious 
Cartier showcase, where you’ll find the new watch line 
Tank Anglaise and the classic and contemporary jewel 
collections with precious stones? We advise you to spend 
some time also on the shop’s new decoration, although 
the birds on the roof will surely immediately grab 
your attention. 32 Matogianni Str., +30 22 890 22 797 or 18 
Matogianni Str., +30 22 890 27 244, rousounelos.com

mistuRa RestauRant
What happens when a restless traveler and a accomplished chef decides to 
introduce a menu inspired by varied cultures in his kitchen? A very promising 
restaurant is being born on July 9 this summer-  a very interesting melting pot 
of cultural gastronomy and a grand proof that timeless traditions can be evolved 
into the hands of the “right” man. With Peru as the lead star, Dimitris Katrivesis’s 
journey of flavors, passes through the Aztecs and the Spaniards, the Chinese and 
the Italians, combining with each of the “stops” the greek DNA of our cuisine with 
contemporary practices. To be continued in the Peruvian hippie chic restaurant 
Mistura. Aghios Ioannis, +30 22890 23547

mouRjjan
The next item comes from Switzerland, 
which will gladden the island's female 
visitors, lovers of a design "poem". We're 
talking about the first international flagship 
store of fashion label Mourjjan in Mykonos 
and the first Ready-to-Wear collection of 
Michael Jan Muntinga and Roland Rahal, 
titled "Universal Poetry", to honor the 
order and beauty that all organic structures 
evoke. Aimed at achieving simplicity with 
contemporary brush strokes, the collection's 
silk multifunctional designs in 3 prints, 
give to today's woman summer look a bold 
advantage:  abstraction without loss of 
femininity. 6 Zanni Pitaraki Str., mourjjan.com
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aqua diva
It may be a pebble beauty or a sandy utopia, 
a cosmopolitan meeting point or an unspoilt 
wonder of the sea. Wherever you choose to take 
a dive or relax, you come close to one of the 
island’s beaches to enjoy the sun and feel the 
summer breeze.

Panormos 
The beach has a wild beauty, without sunbeds, 
while its horse-shoe shape is unique, with its 
colours changing throughout the day. This ex hippy 
and nudist haunt is reminiscent of old Mykonos.
Don’t miss the August full moon party here; an 
unforgettable experience.

   

Lia 
A small bay with deep crystal waters protected 
from the strong northerly winds which is ideal 
for snorkeling. This is the alternative preferred by 
celebrities who arrive by boat. For a more secluded 
experience walk over the rocks to reach the 
neighboring Tigani beach. 

    

This page, clockwise 
from left: The little 

chapel of Aghios Sostis 
above the beach - Surfers are 
regulars in Ftelia -The to-see 

and to-be-seen Psarou Next page, 
clockwise from left: The Pinky Beach 

in Super Paradise-Natural scene 
in Panormos- The family 

friendly Ornos beach 

watch the video 
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Left: Platis 

Gialos, Super 
Paradise. Right 

from top: Kalo Livadi, 
Elia, Aghia Anna 

(Kalafatis), 
Paradise

aghios sostis 
No make-up, bars, shops, tourist enterprises or 
sunbeds. With wonderful deep blue water it favours 
snorkeling fans. Here you will see celebrity and 
anonymous nudists, as well as locals. Best from May 
to mid-July and then in September; avoid the August 
meltemi winds which make conditions unwelcoming.

  

Paraga
It is the first to open and the last to close, since 
its favourable orientation guarantees warm days 
from May to October. There is easy parking at both 
entrances: from Aghia Anna andjust before Paradise. 
Diving from the rock located in the middle of the sea 
is essential. 

   

KaLo Livadi 
One of the island’s best organized beaches 
with a strong cosmopolitan feel. It covers every 
entertainment and taste expectation on a long blonde 
sandy beach with green-blue clear water, abundant 
umbrellas, sunbeds and watersports. We suggest you 
arrive before 12 noon.

      

ornos
Ornos’ long sandy beach is protected by the strong 
north wind making it an ideal place to swim, practise 
water sports and dine right next to the sea. And this is 
exactly what the design Pasaji beach restaurant offers 
you all day serving creative fusion dishes at the sand. 

   

FoKos 
Even though buses don’t reach this beach, it still 
attracts quite a crowd. Picturesque and calm with 
the island’s coldest waters, it still remains one of 
Mykonos’ untouched treasures. Located right after 
the artificial lake of Marathi, the beach is quite 
seriously affected by the north winds.

 

suPer Paradise
With a magical sandy beach giving the sense of a 
tropical lagoon, it is constantly crowded by hordes 
of party people. A landmark holiday destination for 
every teenager, “Super” has nurtured generations with 
frenzied parties and never-ending fun. Access by car 
is good, while the last incline before the parking is 
difficult.  

   

Psarou 
It has been experiencing glory days since the 1980s, 
setting the summer’s trends and defining the concept 
of luxury living on Mykonos. It boasts warm waters 
even from the early spring. The road is quite narrow 
with sharp turns and requires attention.

  

eLia 
The sunbeds are laid out comfortably and there is a 
more private section for gays and nudists. There is a 
spacious parking, a lifeguard and water-sports school 
that offers a lot of choice for more active beachgoers.
It is better to visit it on days with a north wind for 
calm waters.

     

watch the video 
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cosset 
With hand-picked materials carefully selected from 
all over the world and a high level of service, it 
stamps the epitome of island design Interior. Design 
partnership Cosset Store Mykonos specializing 
in creative interiors and fashion with Theodore 
Zacharis. Provincial Rd., +30 22890 78146

enny monaco 
Update your wardrobe with summer creations by 
select designers such as Peter Pilotto, Nina Ricci, Paco 
Rabanne, Roland Mouret, Alaia, Balmain, Christian 
Louboutin, Giambatista Valli, Michael Kors, Mary 
Katrantzou and many others. Style never goes on 
vacation in this place! Tria Pigadia, +30 22890 77100

the jars of brands 
It is always one step ahead, providing creations by Mi-ro, 
Rat, Mara Kartalis, Caroline de Souza, Cristina Gaviolli, 
PANTONE Universe,  Andy Richarson, Gabba, Blue 
de Genes, Camila, Nizal, Love Nail Tree, Candy for rich 
men, Maggoosh. 41-43 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 78955

kessaris-ora kessaris
Enter the world of leaders in international haute 
horlogerie and jewelry: Bvlgari, De Grisogono, Loree 
Rodkin, Aaron Basha, Pippo Perez, Roberto Demeglio, 
Staurino, Rolex, A. Lange&Sohne, Harry Winston, 
Richard Mille, Panerai, IWC, Jaeger-LeCoultre, 
Zenith, JaquetDroz, Tudor, Longines, Bomberg, Tissot, 
Tag Heuer, U-Boat, GaGa Milano, OMEGA and 
Wintex. 58 M. Andronikou Str., +30 22890 22880

luxury toys 
Where else can you find the glam you desire from high 
class brands, such as Audemars Piguet, Bvlgari,  Cartier, 
Baume & Mercier, Breguet and Bottega Veneta? Do not 
miss time and go for jewellery and all kind of accessories, 
high quality watches and signature bags. And go through 
all items of Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Burberry, Balenciaga 
and many others. 19 Aghia Kyriaki Str., +30 22890 23601

melivia 
A meeting point for exclusive pieces of famous 
brands and the greatest beachwear collection on the 

island including Marisa Padovan, Ermanno Scervino, 
Fabiana Filippi, Piazza Sempione, Eres, Chloe Mare, 
Flavia Padovan, Kristina Ti, Miranda Konstantinidou, 
Stefano Mortari, Solo Blu Italian Beach Couture, 
Ancient Kallos, Faliero Sarti, Eugenia Kim hats, 
Emanuela Caruso sandals, Jewels by Spazio Manassei 
Gioielli. 26 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 27827

rousounelos 
The loyal fans of Patek Philippe resort to the official 
representative on the island for the new collections of 
their favourite watches. The fully renovated store also 
hosts more world-class treasures including Rolex, 
Cartier, Vacheron Constantin, Audemars Piguet, 
Breitling, Tudor and TechnoMarine.
32 Matogianni Str., +30 22890 22797

d.s. Gold jewellery 
For over a decade the family based business creates 
selected jewels of high quality, inspired by the ancient 
Greek and Byzantine history. The family’s knowledge 
and expertise provide the extra edge in making sure 
that its exquisite collection of jewels are perfect to 
the last detail. Aghia Anna,  Chora, +30 22890 25251
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florios real estate 
A large collection of luxury villas and properties rental catering 
for all needs and requirements on Mykonos. 
Peripheral Rd., +30 22890 77038

icar rental 
With valuable experience in demanding service and high quality 
brand new mid & up-scale fleet, it exceeds clients’ expectations. 
Airport area +30 22890 72280

l’o yachtinG 
Luxurious journeys onboard luxury ribs, medium to large sized 
luxury motor yachts, catamarans, sailboats and a Gullet of 20 
meters. Paradisia, +30 6948743946

studio 7 
As flowers are always present in important times of our lives, 
you should leave the bouquets and colourful compositions to the 
experts. Vothonas, +30 22890 28777

luxury services
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MElivia

Cosset’s furniture and unique pieces, created from sensuous, 
quality materials, tasking in the luxury of simplicity to enchance, illuminate and 

create a warm, unique and contemporary atmosphere in your house. 

Cosset – Bringing soul to your interior and exterior design.

MYKONOS
ARGYRAINA-DEXAMENES MYKONOS Z C 84600 T +30 22890 78146 F +30 22890 78147

email: info@cosset-mykonos.com, www.cosset-mykonos.com
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bill & coo restaurant
For a luxury & romantic dinner 
A necessary gustatory stop on the island’s 
gastronomic map, with the creations 
of the acclaimed chef Athinagoras 
Kostakos offering a thrilling culinary experience and a 
memorable gastronomic journey with unique delights. 
The best gourmet restaurant in Mykonos, serves 
creative Mediterranean tastes, next to the pool with the 
enchanting view of the breathtaking endless blue. 
Megali Ammos, +30 22890 26292-3-4, bill-coo-hotel.com

Ftelia
For casual tastes next to the waves 
Taking a break from surfing or bringing a lazy day by 
the beach to a wonderful close becomes the highlight 
of your day; choose between creative flavours such as 
salmon tartar with fennel, ginger, mango and tomato, 
and spaghetti with mussels. The chilled atmosphere, 
impeccable service and relaxing music guarantee that 
you will soon be back for more. 
Ftelia, +30 22890 72466, ftelia-restaurant.gr

kostantis
For local dishes on the beach 
This traditional restaurant makes an impression, 
not only because of its location but also because of 
its cuisine dedicated to seafood and Greek culinary 
traditions. The lobster spaghetti is divine, the scorpion 
fish pasta heavenly, while the orzo risotto with 
cuttlefish ink and sea bream fricassee are pure bliss. 
Ornos beach, +30 22890 22837

koursaros
For seafood and fish delicacies 
In a wonderful setting which reminds you of a 
Corsair’s ship and with a beautiful spacious garden, 
it promises an unforgettable dining experience 
with many authentic flavours of 
Greek and Mediterranean 
cuisine and it’s main focus 
always being on fresh fish 
and seafood.  With a menu 
capable of satisfying the 
most demanding palates, a 

A gastronomic 
scene satisfying 
all palates
relaxing atmosphere and excellent customer service, 
Koursaros cater for all its customers needs from a 
romantic dinner for two, a family outing, a business 
meeting or to any other social event. 
Meletopoulou Sq., Limni, +30 228 90 78 140, koursarosmykonos.gr

Mathios
For a traditional experience 
The last 30 years have seen all sorts of people enjoying 
the delicacies of Mathios Xidakis, from devoted 
regulars, travellers on-the-go from the new port and 
well-heeled yachters who just sailed in. They order 
everything the family vegetable garden has to offer, 
and take their pick from the fresh fish of the day, 
served with boiled greens, grilled aubergines and 
courgettes. Trademark: beer braised pork shank and 
rooster in wine. Tourlos, +30 22890 23344 & 22344

spilia 
For lunch in an exquisite landscape 
Located in a natural cave, it boasts a 

natural pool of seawater that hosts 
live lobsters and seafood. The star of the show 

is undoubtedly the lobster spaghetti, and 
various dishes with mussels and shrimps. 
Its other asset is its new meat menu served 
upon the beach. Aghia Anna, Kalafatis, +30 
22890 71205, hotelanastasiavillage.grFo
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skoufa Gallery, 12 Dilou str. email: mykonos@skoufagallery.gr  www.skoufagallery.gr

spilia
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AstrA
Astra tells the bohemian story of the island right in 
the heart of Chora. The secret of its success lies in 
the bar’s consistent characteristics preserved intact 
by Babis and Omiros from 1987 to the present day, 
and in its famous guests, such as the rock legend 
Keith Richards and Monaco’s young royalty Andrea 
Casiraghi. The music is always hip – the latest and 
the best house in town – but also features rock 
influences with special events and fashion evenings 
that will make you come back again and again. 
Among its patrons you’ll find Greek and foreign 
showbiz personalities, so keep your eyes peeled. 
Chora, +30 22890 24767, astra-mykonos.com

Bill & Coo lounge BAr 
This is the right place to be in order to experience 
the fascinating world of molecular cocktails and flair 
bartending, right next to the hotel’s one-of-a-kind pool. 
The perfect setting to discover the finest tropical cocktails 
made in the island and accompanied by carefully chosen 
chilled music while contemplating the most amazing and 
breathtaking sunset and sea views. Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge, 
Megali Ammos, +30 2289 026292, bill-coo-hotel.com

CABAret 
The most vibrant club in the heart of the island can not 
be missing from the nightlife list of Mykonos. Especially 
for those who want to dance all night and stay in Chora. 
And they will not be disappointed, as Giorgos Sambanis 
and Tamta are the star duo this summer. And they are 
the guarantee for the very amusing atmosphere that you 
will experience here. The music scene is completed with 
the Dj Antonis Dimitriadis on the deck and the frenziest 
party is ready to start every night. Can you miss it?  
Manto Sq., +30 6936125116 & 6979112332

CAvo PArAdiso
World famous for its parties, the most celebrated club in 
Greece attracts thousands of people to the island every 
summer, who will come to enjoy some of the greatest 

DJ sets in the music 
industry, and only half 
a meter away from 
their favourite music 
mixologist.  Dancing non-
stop until the next day at one 
of its organised international events 
is considered to be a nightlife experience, while all party 
fans wait impatiently for its full moon party in August. 
Paradise, day phone: +30 22890 27205, club phone: +30 22890 27205, 
reservations of the day: +30 6948504989, cavoparadiso.gr

eliA BeACh BAr
You can start your night with an Apple Spritz or a 
Champagne Daisy and finish it with a Dolce Verde or a 
Lychee Martini. Whatever you may choose to taste this 
evening, you will definitely come again and again to Elia 
beach and the lounge beach bar with the all white setting 
to have everything the inspired cocktail list has to offer.  
Elia beach, +30 2289 071204, eliamykonos.gr

gAllerAki 
One of the first cocktail bars in Little Venice and 
on the entire island, which still however, flies 
the banner of innovation. The mystery over the 
content of the now famous “Katerinaki” cocktail 
still hangs in the air. The tables outside are right 
on the seafront and the breeze keeps you cool as 
you sip on refreshing fruity cocktails. If there’s no 
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From top: the 
iconic Astra bar 
-Everything 
is possible at 
Galleraki - The 
ultra fun club is 
Cavo Paradiso 
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room at the little bar, climb the stairs on the left 
to visit Gallery, dance comfortably and enjoy the 
view of the windmills from the wonderful balcony. 
Here, inspiration becomes a work of art to drink 
from a glass. Everyone that’s tried the very tasty 
cocktails in the lilliputian interior or at the tables 
outside, have their favourite. Ask for the pistachio 
flavoured cocktail.  
Scarpa, +30 22890 27188, galleraki.com

nAmmos
Recommendations for the award-winning Nammos, 
with high vibes and an exotic atmosphere, are 
unnecessary. This is a meeting point to-see and 
to-be-seen and a constant choice for those 
who seek for an all-inclusive fun 
night. As the sun sets (quite early 
in the afternoon), you pass from 
relaxing bossa nova to Greek 
pop music to end up dancing 
in absolute joy, dizziness and 
bliss.Nammos is an all time 
classic place-to-be not only 
of the beach, but of Mykonos 
in general. Book in advance to 
taste the meat dishes of the new 
Beefbar menu and test yourself to 
wild dancing until the small hours 
or even until dawn.
Psarou, +30 22890 22440, nammos.gr

PAnormos
It’s one of those beach bars whose dynamics lies in 
not standing still. The new concept of Panormos 
beach bar-restaurant is an all-inclusive approach, 
that aspires - and succeeds - in not leaving anyone 
dissatisfied. This means that the renovated space 
exudes the traditional Mykonian ambience, the 
beach volley court attracts the athletic visitors, but 
also there’s no lack of family atmosphere and high 
desirability in flavors, aromas and purchases. Panormos 
bay, +30 2289 077184, panormos-mykonos.com

Pinky BeACh
Relax with a bottle of Armand de Brignac and soon 
afterwards feel the beats with some imaginative cocktails, 
more champagne and endless drinks with lounge & 
party music. If these are not what can make you stay here 
until very late night, then the VIP treatments on the 
beach will definitely change your mind.  
Super Paradise, +30 222890 26459,  pinky-beach.com

remezzo
The show must go on and a new age of fun and dining 
dawns for the new Remezzo; the former hotspot 
of partygoers in search of wild nights is now home 
to one of the best gastronomy and summer drinks 
settings on the island. Remezzo welcomes guests with 
an excellent menu, inventive cocktails at Remezzaki 
and music hits until dawn. The golden sheen of the 
past still shines bright, but now boasts an added twist 
– high dining.  
Kaminaki, Chora, tel.: +3022890 25700, +30 6938025700

solymAr
Not only a night spot since the fun begins from early 
in the morning. If your summer fantasy is to combine 
swimming in the sea, followed by creative food and 
partying all in one location, this is place to be, drink and 
have fun. Starting from the morning you enjoy the sun 

drinking coffee and refreshing beverages as you 
soak up the sun on Kalo Livadi beach, 

followed by an impressive meal with 
impeccable service. It is only a 

matter of time until you end 
up dancing on the tables after 
sunset, enjoying a variety of 
shots before and after your 
cocktails. Kalo Livadi, +30 22890 
71745, solymarmykonos.com

From top: the 
champagnes are 
about to open at 
Solymar - Taste 
the ultimate beach 
experience in the 
Panormos beach 
bar - Remezzo 
puts on the chef ’s 
hat and grabs the 
cocktail shaker
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will be drawn towards the pediment of sculptures 
from the “Hekatompedon” temple of the Goddess 
Athens which is presented in full for the first time.

Step 3 To the south of the first floor Gallery, a sun-
drenched “forest of statues” emerges with ancient in-
scriptions revealed their creator or donor. It is worth 
noting that this is the world’s richest collection of 
coloured statues from the Archaic Period.

Step 4 Scale models illustrate how the following 
exhibits are integrated in their natural surroundings, 
namely the scale models of the Propylaia, of the 
Temple of Athens Nike, of the Erechtheion and of 
the Caryatids.

Step 5 Climbing the Sacred Rock reaches a climax 
when you arrive at the temple. The sensation is iden-
tical at the museum’s top floor, as when you enter 
the Parthenon Hall’s majestic Glass Gallery with the 
collected block of the frieze exhibited together for 
the first time.

Step 6 The Museum celebrates its sixth birthday, 
with an exhibition on the subject of the famous mys-
teries of the Great Gods of Samothrace, comprising 
252 exhibits grouped according to their relationship 
to the buildings of the temple. This is the begin-
ning of a series of exhibitions that the museum will 
host, with important works of the ancient world, 
from great locations of the Greek periphery (Until 
10/1/16)

Step 7 The Acropolis comes to life in 3D right be-
fore your eyes in the 12-minute film “The Acropolis 
in Antiquity”, revealing its fascinating sculptural se-
crets in the Virtual Reality Theatre (Every Saturday 
& Sunday from September).

Step 8 The program “A day at the Acropolis Mu-
seum” invites visitors to spend a day at the Museum 
enjoying a range of activities from exhibitions and 

events to presentations of selected exhibits held by 
Archaeologist–Hosts.

Step 9 Following an unforgettable stroll around 
the Museum, you may enjoy a Mediterranean menu 
with dishes such as fresh steamed mussels with ouzo, 
aromatic herbs, turmeric and French fries or fresh 
sea bass (fillet) with fennel sauce and bulgur with 
vegetables with a breathtaking view to the Acropolis 
at the museum’s restaurant at the second floor.

Step 10 You may also visit its restaurant up to 12 
noon for a wholesome Greek breakfast, with scram-
bled eggs and smoked pork from Mani, sesame bread 
rings from Thessaloniki, graviera cheese from Naxos, 
milk pie, pancakes and many other traditional Greek 
treats, all with a close-up view of the Parthenon.

Top: The 
impressive night 

view of the facade. 
Clockwise from 
left: One of the 

Acropolis Museum 
shops - Exhibits 

of the permanent 
collections. Next 

page: The archaic 
gallery of statues 
-  The Acropolis 

Museum’s design 
restaurant is one 

more of its jewels

You hover over 
centuries of 
history gazing 
at a 4th-century 
BC settlement

Imposing in size but elegantly proportioned, with an 
architectural design that masterfully tames Attica’s 
light, the New Acropolis Museum is without doubt 
worth a visit even when you have only a few hours 
in Athens. It is the masterpiece of Franco-Swiss 
architect Bernard Tschumi and his associate Michalis 
Fotiadis. A few yards from the entrance, you cross 
the ground floor lobby and feel as though you are 
hovering over centuries of history as your gaze is 
immersed in the excavations of a 4th-century BC 
settlement, visible through the glass floor. In order 
to keep the settlement intact, the whole museum 
was raised on concrete stills, thus incorporating yet 
another artifact into its collection. 

Step 1 The display cases on the side up to the ramp 
hold dozens of findings uncovered around the slopes 
of the Acropolis and be presented for the first time 
to the public, while the two-winged clay Nikes (Vic-
tories) are perched on top of towering pedestals.

Step 2 Shortly before climbing the few steps 
towards the first floor, you will pass the Sanctuary 
of Asclepius, adorned with votive offerings and the 
temple of Dionysus, while at the top of the stairs you 

A dAy in the MuSeuM
The great host of the Acropolis’ precious marbles and statues at the service 

of light and history. Discover the glory past of Athens in ten steps!

short break

watch the video 
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  Bill & Coo / the paperworks®
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BILL&COO SUITES & LOUNGE
Megali Ammos, Mykonos, 84600, Greece
T (+30) 22890 26292-3, F (+30) 22890 25933
Email: info@billandcoo.gr

Biannual edition 
offered complimentary 
to Bill&Coo’s customers 
and friends.

#BillAndCooWayOfLife 
 

        @BillAndCooWayOfLife 

        @Bill_Coo_Suites

        Bill & Coo Suites
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